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13th May 2022
Press Release
'oFake Desree Inside Statistics Sierra Leone and its Impact on The 2021
Mid-Term Population and Housins CensusWho is Theophilus Blaudfaust?"

A Reioinder
Stats SL notes a social media article by a certain Dr. Idriss Lahai on Facebook with the

above caption published on Wednesday 1lft May 2022.

In setting the records straight regarding the allegations in the said article, Stats SL
wishes to make the following clarifications:

1. That the idea to transform the previous Data Processing Division to the new Data
Science Division to reflect current scientific work in data beyond processing, was
indeed an initiative by Prof. Osman Sankoh (Mallam O.) after he took over as
Statistician General (SG) in 2018. By then, the Director of Data Processing Division,

the late Mr. Ibrahim Gibril Kargbo, continued as Director of the rebranded Division
until his death in2019. After that, Mrs. Yeabu Josephine Tholley, the Head of M&E
and Training, acted as Director for a year, until Mr. Theophilus Blaudfaust was
appointed as the new director in September of 2020. The new SG made adjustments to
other divisions and created new ones such as the National Statistical Systems Division
and the Communications and Public Relations Division. These were approved by the
new Statistics Council.
Indisputably therefore, the transformed Data Science Division was not specially created
for Theophilus Blaudfaust as alleged in the publication.

2. That Stats SL's Council employed Mr. Theophilus Blaudfaust in September 2020
on the basis of his vast experience and professional certifications.
Mr. Blaudfaust is a Microsoft Certified Solutions Expert, a Microsoft Aztsre Solutions
Architect Expert, a Microsoft Certified Trainer, a CISCO Certified Network
Professional, an MCSE Windows and Private Cloud Server Expert, an MCSE Server
Infrastructure Expert, a Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCITP), a Microsoft
Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) and a Certified Associate in Project
Management.

Mr Blaudfaust had previously worked as an IT Manager at the Sierra Leone Brewery
Limited, A Call To Business (actb), Intergroup Telecoms SL Ltd and Bollore Africa
Logistics. He also worked as Systems Administrator at Ecobank Sierra Leone and
Africell.
3. That the aforementioned facts should confirm that Mr Theophilus Blaudfaust was
recruited by Stats SL in September 2020 before the said Africa Graduate University
(AGU) qualification of a Master in Information System awarded in January of 2021as
indicated by Dr John Idris Lahai in his Facebook post. Stats SL wishes to state that Mr
Blaudfaust was not recruited based on a Master's degree from AGU and that, that degree
has not even been submitted to Stats SL.

4. That the implementation of a digital census and the development of its IT
infrastructure require collaborative efforts with national and international parhrers. In
addition to the setting up of servers and the physical environment for the digital census
led by Mr Blaudfaust, Stats SL has also benefitted from the support of the following
international partners who worked closely with the Data Science Division:
a. The national cartographic mapping exercise which was frrnded by the World
Bank, UNICEF and IINECA was championed by a resident consultant from

b.

c.
d.
e.

Nigeria;
The Census CAPI Application which was funded by the World Bank was
developed by a consultant from Ghana;
The provisioning of the electronic tablets for both the training and the main
enumeration exercise which was jointly funded by the World Bank and UNECA,
was implemented by consultants from Ethiopia;
The development of the digital census dashboard which was carried out by
Ethiopian consultants, was funded by IINECA; and
The GIS support to Stats SL for the locality coding exercise which was provided
by Malawian consultants, was funded by the World Bank.

5. That with funding from the World Bank under the HISWA Project, Stats SL had
adequate logistics including generators and routers for internet facility to implement the
Mid-Term Census across the country.
6. That by a press release dated 30th December 2021, Stats SL informed the public of
the need and reasons for the extension of the census to give the opportunity to areas
where there had been refusals and incomplete enumeration.

T.Thatdata syncing from the field worked perfectly and there was no loss of household
and population data throughout the process. A digital census does not require the
manual entry of data as wrongly claimed.

8. That Mr Theophilus Blaudfaust at no point in time tendered a resignation to the
Statistics Council.
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